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of West African :shing communi(es to climate-driven ecosystem shiFs and global
markets.
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Report on the deliverable:
Report Summary
Several partners of the project have analysed the ini(al driF in exis(ng seasonal forecasts as
planned at the start of the project but several groups have also performed new simula(ons and
already made some sensi(vity experiments. UREAD has inves(gated the (ming of the SST bias
seClement in the tropical Paci:c in the ECMWF seasonal forecasts. They have pointed out the role of
easterly wind stress pulses in driving a cold SST bias along the equator which would be responsible
for the northward shiF of the ITCZ in the western Paci:c. This thorough analysis put forward a
method on how to inves(gate a causal chain of mechanisms and :nd the ini(al driver of a tropical
bias similar to what happens in the tropical Atlan(c. Their study clearly pictures the bene:t of
analysing ini(alised simula(on both in forced and coupled mode. A draF paper of this work is in
prepara(on.
CERFACS and MF-CNRM have collaborated to compare the driF in their respec(ve version of
the CNRM-CM model, that diEer mainly by the resolu(on. BSC has performed a very similar analysis
with the EC-EARTH model. In both cases, the role of the ini(alisa(on product used for the ocean has
2
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been tested as well as the role of the model resolu(on. The problem of the ini(alisa(on product
arises naturally when comparing diEerent ocean resolu(on since high resolu(on models with
ORCA025 are ini(alised using GLORYS which is produced using NEMO at the same resolu(on whereas
low-resolu(on models are more easily ini(alised with ORAS4 done using the ORCA1 grid. The results
of the 2 groups are not totally in agreement. In CNRM-CM, the increase of resolu(on clearly reduces
the SST biases in most cases whereas it is much less clear in EC-Earth. Conversely, the ocean product
used to ini(alize the low resolu(on model has a larger impact in the EC-Earth model than in the MFCNRM model. However, the analysis has been conducted on experiments that do not span exactly the
same period. This problem should be avoided in future simula(ons done in the context of the
coordinated experiments to be performed as part of task 6.2. Nevertheless, in both models, the role
of the wind stress curl and vor(city along the coast in the south-eastern Atlan(c is clearly shown.
UiB and UniRes have collaborated to perform an analysis on the biases of the NorESM model
in the Angola-Benguela region. Their study also points out the role of the wind curl in driving the SST
bias. Interes(ngly, they show that there is no posi(ve feedback between the SST bias and the wind
stress bias since the wind stress bias is not ampli:ed in the forced model using the biased SSTs. Along
the coast, the role of the solar radia(on errors of the atmospheric model are clearly modest
compared to the thermodynamical adjustment of the atmosphere to the SST biases. This study is to
be submiCed soon.
Addi(onally, 5 partners have already started to run their coupled control simula(on for the
intercomparison exercise planned as part of task 6.2 of the project. A very preliminary analysis of
these control simula(ons star(ng in February and May has been performed. This analysis con:rms
that all models driF toward a warm bias in the southeastern Atlan(c. On the contrary, the driF is
much more model dependent along the equator. The speed of the driF for the diEerent surface Muxes
is not similar in all models and for the 2 start dates. The mechanisms at play are thus probably model
dependent consistently with what was shown for CMIP5 decadal hindcasts in Toniazzo and
Woolnough (2013).






Several conclusions can be drawn from these studies:
The great interest of analysing the driF in ini(alised simula(ons.
Two regions of interests are to be considered : the equatorial region and the Benguela-Angola
regions.
The impact of the model resolu(on appears as model dependent, as is the role of the
ini(alisa(on product.
The role of the wind errors in driving the SSTs biases in both regions.
The less important role of the solar radia(on errors.
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1 Bias development in the EC-Earth model, impact of resoluon and of ocean
inialisaon
E. Exarchou (BSC)
We inves(gate the mechanisms explaining the development of the SST biases in the Tropical
Atlan(c in three sets of seasonal forecasts performed with EC-Earth3.0, which are four-month long
and are ini(alized every :rst of May and November over 1993-2009 (Table 1.1). The bias here is
de:ned as the diEerence between model SSTs and observa(onal es(mates of SSTs from HadISST
dataset (Rayner et al., 2003). We use the experiment EXP-GLORYS (Table 1.1) as a baseline
experiment. The two main diEerences between the other two experiments, namely the reanalysis
product used to ini(alize the ocean (experiment EXP-GLORYS versus EXP-ORAS4), and the horizontal
resolu(on in both the ocean and the atmosphere (experiment EXP-GLORYS versus EXP-GLORYS-high)
allow an assessment of the impact of both the ini(aliza(on product and the resolu(on on the SST
biases in the Tropical Atlan(c. When we compare EXP-GLORYS to EXP-ORAS4 we exclude years 1997,
2001 and 2002, because of a strong subsurface and surface temperature bias in GLORYS2V1 in the
Tropical Atlan(c. This bias has been reported in Milestone 21.

Exp

EXP-GLORYS

EXP-ORAS4

EXP-GLORYS-high

Resolu(on

T255L91-ORCA1L46LIM2

T255L91-ORCA1L46LIM2

T511L91-ORCA025L75-LIM2

Ocean
ini(aliza(on

GLORYS2V1

ORAS4

GLORYS2V1

Ice ini(aliza(on

GLORYS2V1

GLORYS2V1

GLORYS2V1

Table 1.1: Summary of experiments used in this study. GLORYS2V1 is discussed in Ferry et al., 2012, and ORAS4 in Balmaseda
et al., 2013.

The experiment EXP-GLORYS has a strong warm bias over the Angola-Benguela Area (ABA
hereinaFer, de:ned as the region between 8-15⁰ East and 10-20⁰ South) in all forecast months, and it
is par(cularly strong during JJA (Figure 1.1). There is also a strong cold bias over the ATL3 box (de:ned
as the box between 20⁰-0 West and 3⁰ South and 3⁰ North), which is par(cularly strong during DJF
(Figure 1.1). Since we do not compare with a historical simula(on of the same model, we cannot
assess at this point whether the biases are stronger during JJA and DJF because of longer lead (mes
or because the model tends to have stronger biases at these par(cular seasons.
Changing the reanalysis product that is used to ini(alize the ocean results in a reduc(on of
the warm bias over ABA during July and August, and in the cold bias during June, January and
February (Figure 1.2). The fact that the ORAS4 is a beCer ini(aliza(on product than GLORYS might be
partly due to the fact that ORAS4 has been generated at the resolu(on used in these experiments
while GLORYS has been performed at higher resolu(on so it has been interpolated to a lower
resolu(on here.
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2 Development of the systemac bias in the tropical Atlanc in seasonal
hindcast experiments with CNRM-CM: Role of model resoluon and ocean
inialisaon
C. Frauen (MF-CNRM), K. Goubanova (CERFACS)

To study the role of the model resolu(on on the development of the systema(c bias in the
tropical Atlan(c an ini(al analysis is performed on exis(ng seasonal hindcast experiments based on
the CNRM-CM model. Two hindcast ensembles exist with the atmospheric model ARPEGE coupled to
the ocean model NEMO at diEerent resolu(ons. The model setups only diEer in the sea ice and land
surface models used. However, for this ini(al analysis these diEerences are of minor importance. The
:rst ensemble (LR-ORAS4) is performed with CNRM-CM5.2 (Voldoire et al., 2013) and has an
atmospheric resolu(on of T127 (1.4°) and 31 ver(cal levels. The ocean model uses an ORCA-1° grid
with 42 ver(cal levels. The high resolu(on ensemble (HR-GLORYS) was performed in the framework
of the SPRUCE project (Maisonnave et al., 2012) and has an atmospheric resolu(on of T359 (0.5°) and
31 ver(cal levels. The ocean model has an ORCA-0.25° grid and also an increased ver(cal resolu(on
with 75 levels. In both cases the atmosphere model is ini(alised from ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011).
However, the ocean model in the LR-ORAS4 case is ini(alised from ORAS4 (Balmaseda et al., 2013)
while in the HR-GLORYS case from GLORYS (Ferry et al., 2012). The LR-ORAS4 ensemble was
performed from 1993-2011 with start dates twice a year on the :rst of May and the :rst of
November. The ensemble consists of 12 members with slightly perturbed atmospheric ini(al
condi(ons and each experiment is run for 7 months. The HR-GLORYS ensemble was performed from
1998-2009 with the same start dates on the :rst of May and the :rst of November. However, the
ensemble only consists of 3 members. Due to a problem with the GLORYS dataset, the years 20012003 are not considered in this analysis. To study the inMuence of the diEerent ocean ini(alisa(on
datasets an addi(onal ensemble (LR-GLORYS) was performed with the low resolu(on model setup
but also ini(alised from GLORYS. However, these experiments were only performed for selected years
(2005, 2006, 2009), ran for 3 months and consisted of 5 ensemble members. An overview of the
experiments can be found in Table 2.1.

LR-ORAS4
LR-GLORYS
HR-GLORYS

Resolu(on

Ini(alisa(on

Years

Atmos: T127 (1.4°), 31 levels
Ocean: ORCA-1°, 42 levels
Atmos: T127 (1.4°), 31 levels
Ocean: ORCA-1°, 42 levels
Atmos: T359 (0.5°), 31 levels
Ocean: ORCA-0.25°, 75 levels

Atmos: ERA-Interim
Ocean: ORAS4
Atmos: ERA-Interim
Ocean: GLORYS
Atmos: ERA-Interim
Ocean: GLORYS

1993-2011

Members

12 members
7 months
2005, 2006, 5 members
2009
3 months
1998-2009 3 members
used only:
7 months
1998-2000
2004-2009

Table 2.1: Overview of the experiments setup.

For both model resolu(ons also climatological runs were performed. Figure 2.1 shows the
climatological mean sea surface temperature (SST) bias with respect to HadISST SSTs (Rayner et al.,
9

2003) from 30 year long control simula(ons with both model resolu(ons. Strong diEerences can be
seen in the SST bias between the two model resolu(ons. The low resolu(on model has a much
stronger bias along the coast in the South-East tropical Atlan(c. However, in the high resolu(on
model the bias extends further towards the West and is also stronger in the ATL3 (20W-0W,3S-3N)
region. In the following the focus will be on the development of the SST bias in the ATL3 and the SETA
(5E-12.5E,25S-5S) regions in the seasonal hindcast experiments.

a)

b)

Fig 2.1: Climatological mean SST bias with respect to HadISST SSTs from 30 year long control runs with a) the low resoluon
model and b) the high resoluon model. The boxes indicate the ATL3 and the SETA regions. Units are in [K].

Figure 2.2 shows the evolu(on of monthly mean ATL3 and SETA SSTs in the diEerent
experiments in comparison to HadISST SSTs. Between the LR-ORAS4 and LR-GLORYS experiments
there is liCle diEerence in the bias development. There is only a slight indica(on that the bias in the
:rst month might be smaller in the experiments ini(alized from GLORYS compared to the
experiments ini(alized from ORAS4. However, with only 3 years the LR-GLORYS ensemble is too small
to draw any de:nite conclusion. In the framework of the PREFACE WP6 coordinated experiments two
full sets of control hindcast experiments will be performed with the low resolu(on model ini(alized
from both ORAS4 and GLORYS to allow a more detailed analysis of the role of the ocean ini(alisa(on
dataset. As for the role of the model resolu(on, the diEerences in the bias development vary strongly
depending on the region and the season. In the ATL3 no signi:cant diEerences are found in the bias
development between the low and high resolu(on models for the :rst months in the experiments
ini(alized in November. Only aFer three months a slightly stronger bias seems to develop in the high
resolu(on model. However, for the May start dates there are strong diEerences. While the low
resolu(on model is not able to reproduce the strength of the spring cooling, the high resolu(on even
overes(mates the cooling. However, the reason for this is unclear and will be further analysed in the
complete ensembles for the coordinated experiments. As for the SETA region for both the May and
November start dates the bias is much stronger in the low resolu(on ensembles than in the high
resolu(on ensemble from the :rst month. This is in good agreement with the much stronger
climatological bias in the control simula(on in the low resolu(on model in this region.
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3 Idenfying Causes of ITCZ DriB in ECMWF System 4 Hindcasts
J. Shonk (UREAD) S. Woolnough (UREAD), T. Toniazzo (UniRes), E. Guilyardi (UREAD, UPMC),T.
Stockdale(ECMWF)
We study the development of systema(c biases in the ECMWF System 4 model, used
opera(onally for long-range forecas(ng. We analyse seasonal hindcasts for the period 1996 to 2009.
With a view on the global scale, we focus on the tropical Paci:c.
We use two sets of hindcast:



“coupled” hindcasts, which use the full opera(onal con:gura(on, with atmosphere and
ocean coupled together;
“uncoupled” hindcasts, which use the same model version, but with prescribed sea-surface
temperatures (SSTs) from observa(ons.

The (me evolu(on of ensemble-average, forecast-average, systema(c model errors with
respect to observa(ons is documented in terms of monthly and daily averages. Our reference
observa(onal datasets consist of OISSTv2 for SSTs, TRMM and CMAP for precipita(on, OAFlux and
TropFlux for surface Muxes and radiances; and ERA-Interim for winds and atmospheric temperature,
humidity and geopoten(al on pressure levels.
3.1Northward DriB of the ITCZ
In the ECMWF System 4 model, the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) driFs to the north
from the observed loca(on during the :rst three months of forecast. Here, “observed loca(on” is
de:ned as the la(tude of the precipita(on centroid averaged over la(tudes containing more than half
of the rainfall at the la(tude with the highest rainfall. This driF is most pronounced in the tropical
western Paci:c. Figure 3.1 shows the devia(ons of the la(tude of the ITCZ in the hindcasts (coloured
lines) compared with the observed one (solid black line). Over the course of a seven-month hindcast,
the erroneous shiF is between 1° and 3° northwards.
This driF appears to follow from a cooling of the SSTs over the equatorial ocean. The cooling
over the equator suppresses convec(on on the equator; the local meridional temperature gradient
pushes rainfall to the north. The coupled error appears nearly saturated at four months lead (me, but
a spurious cooling tendency over the equatorial Paci:c is apparent at one month lead (me already
(Fig 3.2).
We exploit daily-mean data to analyse the chronology in which systema(c biases develop and
infer a possible chain of causality. A summary of the main results so far is exempli:ed in Figure 3.2,
which shows longitude—(me plots of the zonal component of the surface wind stress averaged with
a 2° la(tude band straddling the equator. A pulse of excess easterly wind stress appears in the West
Paci:c, peaking in intensity aFer about ten days. This pulse develops almost iden(cally in the coupled
and uncoupled hindcasts, implying that the error originates in the atmosphere model component.
The wind cools the surface, at least ini(ally, by evapora(ve cooling. This process can be con:rmed by
comparing the rate of model cooling with a predicted cooling using latent heat error derived from the
wind tress error and the model mixed-layer depth.
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The wind error is seen to develop rapidly from day one, star(ng as an easterly error at the
surface over the central Paci:c, then building un(l, aFer ten days, an error paCern sugges(ng a
strengthened Walker circula(on is seen (:g 2c).

Fig 3.1: “Worm plots” showing the locaon of the ITCZ in the western Paci;c, both for observed rainfall data from TRMM
(black line) and ECMWF System 4 (grey and coloured lines). Each of the la?er shows evoluon of ITCZ locaon for each start
month for which data is available. The top row shows the absolute locaon of the ITCZ; the bo?om row shows biases with
respect to the observed locaon.

Fig 3.2: Longitude—me plots, showing model bias growth in (a) sea-surface temperature in °C; (b) latent heat Cux in W m –
2
; (c, d) zonal wind stress in N m–2, averaged over the latudE2 boxes. For observaons, we use OISSTv2 for sea-surface
temperature, OAFlux for latent heat and TropFlux for wind stress. Hindcasts starng on February are shown, wih stascs
over years 1996 to 2009. Signi;cance is indicated by the red contour.
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3.2 Next Steps
Having iden(:ed the driver of the northward driF of the ITCZ in the ECMWF System 4 as an
easterly error in the atmospheric wind :elds, we wish to determine the cause of the wind error itself.
So far, we have observed a tendency for the en(re paCern in the divergent component of the tropical
atmospheric circula(on to shiF to the west in the :rst few days of hindcast.
Ul(mately, once we have found a process that contributes to this error in the early stages, we can
test that this is the case by performing model simula(ons that correct for this wind error and see if
this ITCZ driF s(ll occurs.
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4 Causes of the large warm-bias in the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone in the
Norwegian Earth System Model
S. Koseki (UiB), N. Keenlyside (UiB), T. Demissie (UniRes), T. Toniazzo (UniRes), F. Counllion
(NERSC,BCCR), I. Bethke (UniRes), M.-L. Shenv(UiB), and M. Ilicak (UniRes)
We have inves(gated the causes of warm sea surface temperature (SST) bias in the
southeastern Atlan(c Ocean, the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) arising in the Norwegian Earth
System Model (NorESM) simula(on. Similar to other coupled-models, NorESM bears the warm SST
bias in the ABFZ of up to 8K in the annual mean (in JJA, this warm SST bias is the largest). Our
analyses on results of NorESM reveal that an erroneously local low pressure (-3hPa) and clockwise
surface wind around the ABFZ drives the anomalous southward Angola Current and displaces the
ABFZ southward. The loca(on of the clockwise surface circula(on is approximately with that of the
warm SST bias in the ABFZ.
The demonstra(on of standalone experiments of atmosphere and ocean (O1) with control
con:gura(on (AMIP5/COREv2-Internanual forcing) shows that both of the uncoupled models have
basic errors around the ABFZ: the atmospheric model exhibits a similar erroneously strong local
clockwise surface circula(on anomaly and the ocean model has the warm SST bias that is a half of
NorESM full bias in the ABFZ. The same experiment of the ocean model with higher horizontal
resolu(on also has the warm SST bias of about 4K in the ABFZ. The sensi(vity experiment (in which
the COREv2-IAF climatology is replaced with the climatological surface wind of atmospheric model
over the ABFZ, O2) shows that the local clockwise surface wind error generates the anomalously
strong Angola Current and consequently, the warm SST bias in the ABFZ is ampli:ed by 2K (equal to a
quarter of NorESM full bias). However, the enhanced warm SST bias does not amplify the
atmospheric primal error of local low pressure and clockwise surface circula(on, revealed by another
sensi(vity experiment with the forced atmospheric model. This result indicates that there is no
posi(ve feedback among warm SST and low pressure-nega(ve wind stress curl in the ABFZ.

Fig 4.1:. Longitudal secon of climatological annual-mean SST diIerence for each experiment with respect to the
observaon; NorESM(red), O1(green), O2(blue), and O5(light blue). Each line is averaged between 17S and 22S

To inves(gate the rest of causing chain of the warm SST bias, we have conducted a sensi(vity
experiment (O5) in which the climatological errors of 2m temperature and speci:c humidity are
added on the COREv2-IAF as well as surface wind error. This experiment showed that the warm SST
bias in the ABFZ is approximately consistent with that in NorESM. The thermodunamically-adjusted
atmosphere contributes to reduce the ocean surface Muxes and enhances the warm SST bias in this
experiment. In NorESM and our sensi(vity experiments, remote eEect via equatorial and coastal
Kelvin Waves does not appear to be exposed in the ocean surface, but only the ocean subsurface.
Addi(onally, a sensi(vity experiment is performed in which the climatological solar radia(on error is
added into COREv2-IAF. This correc(on conterbalances the underes(ma(on of low-level cloud over
17

the subtropical southern Atlan(c in NorESM in JJA, but its impact on SST is negligibly small compared
to surface wind and atmospheric dumping.
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5 Analysis of the driB in the coordinated control experiments of task 6.2
A. Voldoire (MF-CNRM), T. Demissie (UniRes), A.-L. Deppenmeier (WU), C. Frauen (MF-CNRM), K.
Goubanova(CERFACS), N. Keenlyside (UiB), C. Prodhomme(BSC), E. Sanchez(CERFACS), J. Shonk
(UREAD), T. Toniazzo (UniRes)
Dedicated simula(ons have started to be performed as part of task 6.2. These experiments
are ini(alized experiments star(ng in February and May. 5 groups have started to run the control
experiments. The list of models involved is indicated in table 5.1. These experiments are considered
as control simula(ons for the sensi(vity experiments to be performed in intercomparison mode. For
the (me being, all groups have not performed the simula(ons for all start dates and years planned
see table 5.1). The results presented here are thus based on heterogeneous ensemble sizes and need
to be considered as preliminary results.
Model Name

Ins(tute

Years simulated

Start Dates

CNRM-CM-BR v5.2

MF-CNRM

1993-2009

Feb and May

CNRM-CM-LR v5.1

CERFACS

2001-2004 2006-2008

Feb

ECMWFS4

UREAD, ECMWF

1996-2009

Feb and May

EC-Earth v3.1

WU, BSC

2000-2009

May

Nor-ESM
UniRes, UiB
1981-2000
Table 5.1: Models used in the coordinated experiment analysis.

Feb and May

It can be seen that the WU and UREAD models are able to represent reasonably well the
equatorial cold tongue development seen on the ATL3 region (:g 5.1), whereas the MF-CNRM and
CERFACS models underes(mate largely the cooling whatever start date is considered. However, the
(ming of the driF depends on start dates. In both cases, the SSTs become warmer than observa(ons
in June, that corresponds to :ve months lead (me for February starts and one month lead (me for
May starts. On the contrary, the UniRes model is colder than observa(on products and weakly
overes(mate the spring cooling. On :gures 5.1 and 5.2 several observa(onally derived data set have
been added in black for monthly data or in grey for daily data so as to es(mate the uncertainty in the
reference. Over ATL3 and consistently with the SST biases, only the MF-CNRM and CERFACS models
have large biases in momentum and surface heat Muxes (:g 5.1b-d). The latent heat Mux is largely
overes(mated, but this acts to cool the ocean, thus this error is probably a feedback of the warm SST
bias rather than the source of the bias. Similarly, the solar heat Mux is underes(mated and can not
explain a warm bias. On the contrary the surface zonal wind stress driF very quickly and becomes
posi(ve within a month. The momentum Mux is thus more probably the driver of the SST bias in these
two models.
From this preliminary analysis, two groups of models can be formed, one without large biases
over the ATL3 region and one with a strong warm bias associated to surface momentum biases. These
models will probably behave very diEerently in the sensi(vity experiments.
Over the south-eastern region (0E-10E, 20S-5S), all the models tend to have a warm bias that
seCle rather smoothly(:g 5.2). The MF-CNRM model s(ll driF more quickly than the others for
February starts. In many cases, the (ming of the error development of the solar heat Mux is not
consistent with the SST bias development (Fig 5.2a-b). In the UniRes model, the solar heat Mux driFs
very quickly within a few days whereas the SST errors develop smoothly. On the contrary, for the MFCNRM model, the SST bias develops faster for February starts whereas the solar radia(on error is
remains weak for several months. In this region, all the models tends to overes(mate the latent heat
Mux loss but this can not be considered as the driver of the ini(al driF.
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